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Chapter 

421 Shang Qian, the future father-in-law, pursed his lips, and there was a cold light in 
his obsidian-like eyes. 

When the car arrived at the hospital, they didn’t get off the car, and Chang Li went. 

In less than five minutes, Chang Li called. 

“Miss, someone has caught it!” 

Su Nan’s eyes narrowed, and another voice begging for mercy came from the phone. 

stranger. 

Shang Qian took her phone and asked, “Did Nie Ping ask you to come?” 

Straightforward. 

It turned out that he was also suspicious of Nie Ping. 

“No no no…it’s not President Nie!” The voice was sharp and rapid, as if deliberately 
covering up something. 

However, one sentence, President Nie, has exposed everything. 

Without hesitation, Shang Qian took out his mobile phone and dialed the number. 

“Catch Nie Ping, don’t let him run away…” 

The person on the phone hesitated for a moment. 

“President Fu is here and has already caught Nie Ping before us.” 

Shang Qian’s eyes flashed, “Oh? Got it.” 

He hung up the phone and looked at Su Nan. 

“It seems that President Fu has long known the target, and his movements are faster 
than ours.” 



Su Nan’s eyes flickered. He has been following Fu Yechuan for the past few days. And 
so quickly found the mastermind behind? 

But thinking about it is right, Fu Yechuan has never been a passive person, how could 
he be indifferent after suffering such a big loss this time? 

I am afraid that from the beginning, he has been secretly investigating. 

“Want to go see it?” 

Shang Qian proposed. 

Su Nan smiled, “No, take me back.” What 

she wanted to see was not a little scoundrel. 

She’s waiting for that big fish to take the bait! 

Shang Qian nodded, turned his head and instructed the driver, then got out of the car by 
himself, asked the driver to take her back, and went to the hospital by himself. 

Now that the master behind has been found, there is no need to worry so much. 

However, in Su Nan’s heart, he vaguely felt low and gloomy. 

Things in the market are just the distribution of benefits, and those who can work hard, 
how can it be involved in your life and death? 

Assassination, car accident, silence, buy murder? 

Does anyone really do it? 

Soon, we arrived at Jingyuan. 

When Su Nan went back, Wu Tutu had already returned. 

He happily greeted him, “Miss Su, I made you a cup of wolfberry milk tea, it’s delicious 
and not fat!” 

Su Nan was in no mood, shook his head, and suddenly remembered something, “When 
did you come back?” 

Wu Tutu smiled, “President Fu said that he has something to go out, let me come back 
to watch the door, so that you won’t be anxious when you come back and see no one. 
Look at how gentle, considerate and considerate Mr. Fu is…” 



Su Nan couldn’t help but rolled his eyes at him, then frowned, Fu Yechuan still went to 
find Nie Ping himself? 

She didn’t say a word, Wu Tutu simply handed her the brewed wolfberry milk tea. 

“Miss Su, it will be Su Dong’s birthday in a few days. President Fu pays special attention 
to it. He said that Su Dong is the senior he respects the most. He is simply a role model 
in the business world and a role model in life. He is celebrating Su Dong’s birthday 
these few days. I almost lost my hair…” 

Su Nan frowned, his attention was diverted. 

“My dad’s birthday, what does he care about?” 

Are you free? 

Wu Tutu followed her footsteps, “Mr. Fu is thinking about your filial piety, and I want to 
express my respect. After all, it’s a big event, so 

I can’t be sloppy .” I’m worried, his respect is my dad’s heart.” 

“If the gift is not thoughtful, how can Su Dong be happy?” 

Su Nan paused at his feet. Is this trying to match Su Yifeng’s hobby? 

Really got the point. 

She smiled, “My dad’s three hobbies in his life: fishing, counting money, and cursing!” 

Wu Tutu slipped and almost fell. 

Looking at Su Nan’s decisive and agile back, my heart trembled, no one can cater to 
this hobby! 

Let Fu Yechuan become a fish to be caught? 

stupid! 

Let Fu Yechuan send money? 

vulgar! 

Let Fu Ye be scolded in a hurry? 

hehe! 



⋯ 

Chapter 422 Can’t be careless 

Chapter 422 Don’t be careless 

. Just when Wu Tutu was sitting alone in the living room, frowning and distressing Fu 
Yechuan, he heard a movement from the door. 

Fu Yechuan is back. 

Wu Tutu greeted him excitedly. 

“Mr. Fu, you’re back. Your body is already like this, and you still insist on going out to 
work in person. You are really the best successful person I’ve ever met. You really 
deserve to be President Fu…” 

Fu Yechuan cleaned up Nie Ping, I was in a good mood at first, but as soon as I entered 
the door and heard this, my face suddenly became ugly. 

There is no level of flattery, his face is not red or heartbeat? 

He suppressed his desire to get angry, and his voice was cold: 

“Su Nan is back?” 

“Yes, Mr. Fu, I don’t think Miss Su is in a good mood today, so I suggest you don’t go up 
and find it unhappy… “ 

Fu Yechuan gave him a deep look. 

With that look, the cold Wu Tutu shivered. 

He coughed lightly and hurriedly made amends. 

“Follow Miss Su to a private banquet, such a big scene can only be seen in TV dramas, 
but I think this banquet is quite low-grade without you.” 

Fu Yechuan indifferently shook his wheelchair and entered, not wanting any more Hear 
him babble. 

Who is this looking for? 

If it weren’t for his special occupation, this kind of person would have been fucked long 
ago! 



Before Wu Tutu finished speaking, he ran over in two steps and helped Fu Yechuan 
push the wheelchair. 

“But Mr. Fu, I think you should have a sense of crisis. This Shang Qian’s conditions are 
not bad. His attitude towards Miss Su… is very special. You can’t be careless!” 

During the banquet, he could clearly feel that everyone respected and feared Shang 
Qian, and the aura was comparable to that of Fu Yechuan. 

But such a man is gentle and humble towards Su Nan, helping him everywhere, how 
can he be so careless? 

Fu Yechuan rubbed his eyebrows and said in a bad tone, “I see, you can do your own 
thing.” 

He didn’t take Wu Tutu’s words to heart at all. 

Shang Qian is special to Su Nan because Su Nan rescued his son three years ago on 
the streets of Europe. 

Because of such a reason, Shang Qian couldn’t count on Su Nan, he knew this very 
well. 

As for the relationship, his wife died in the fire of war, so he can forget it in only three 
years? 

When Fu Yechuan was about to enter the study, he suddenly paused, changed 
direction, and went to Su Nan’s room with a wheelchair. 

knock on the door. 

Wait a while. 

She stood in the doorway with her face mask on, her arms wrapped around her arms. 

“Mr. Fu, are you really energetic?” 

After a night out, can you chat with her again when you come back? 

Fu Yechuan lowered his eyebrows for a moment, and when he looked up at her, his 
eyes softened. 

“I have good news, I can’t wait to tell you, I’m sure you will be happy.” 

“Have you found the murderer Nie Ping?” 



Her voice was light, not even suspenseful. 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes froze for a moment, then he raised his eyes of admiration. 

“It turns out that you already know, you’re really smart.” 

“Did you send it to the police station?” 

Fu Yechuan smiled silently. 

“Don’t worry, it’s too cheap to send him now. I’m going to swallow his company step by 
step, let him watch his life’s hard work fail miserably, and then send him in. Do you want 
to vent your anger?” 

Su Nan paused. He paused, “You’ve done everything that should be done, how can I 
still be angry?” 

“Alright, don’t get your hands dirty.” 

At that moment, Su Nan seemed to be able to feel that Fu Yechuan’s body was 
shrouded in anger. of gloomy chill. 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes fell on her. 

Recalling what Wu Tutu had instructed before, he praised him without hesitation. 

“We Su Nan are really beautiful and smart, and the key is to be so kind…” 

Every woman will undoubtedly be elated when she hears it, right? 

Su Nan twitched the corners of his mouth and looked at Fu Yechuan speechlessly. 

“Yeah, so you’re not worthy of it.” If you do 

n’t sleep at night, can you help you sleep by talking about what you don’t have? 

Fu Yechuan went back to his room in a depressed mood and went to sleep. 

⋯ 

Chapter 423 is more handsome and rich 

Chapter 423 More Handsome 

and Richer Early the next morning, Su Nan received a call from Su Qi. 



“Nie’s accident happened suddenly, and it has something to do with Fu Yechuan?” 

Su Nan had long thought that Su Qi would be aware of it, but he should be abroad now, 
and the domestic news may not have been received so quickly. 

She calmly told Su Qi that Nie Ping was the murderer behind him. Su Qi was silent for a 
full minute, and her voice became extremely cold. 

“Let Chang Li follow you to protect you, don’t let it go, don’t interfere with the rest, and 
wait until I get back.” 

Su Nan said “oh”, and hung up the phone after talking about some things. 

Su Nan devoted himself to the cooperative projects and went to Juli Group early in the 
morning. 

Tang Kai had too little experience and was unable to make an immediate decision when 
faced with some thorny issues. Su Nan took him all day and taught him patiently. In a 
blink of an eye, it was afternoon and evening. 

The rays of sunshine outside the window shone in all directions, dyeing half of the sky 
red, so beautiful. 

Su Nan stretched and planned to get off work. 

As soon as he left the office, he saw that imposing man in a wheelchair. His features 
were cold and sharp, and the person in front of him did not dare to look directly even if 
he was standing. 

Ringo, who was sitting on the sofa next to him, raised his eyebrows and smiled when he 
saw Su Nan. 

“Mr. Su is off work…” 

There was a hint of relief in that tone. 

He loosened his tie. In order to wait for Su Nan to get off work, Fu Yechuan came to get 
off work in the afternoon. He repeatedly looked at the company’s projects and accounts, 
and picked out many problems and faults in a series. Professional auditing was not as 
good as his eyes! 

If he stays any longer, he’ll go crazy! 

As soon as he saw Su Nan, Fu Yechuan’s brows softened instantly, he looked up at Su 
Nan with a faint smile on the corner of his mouth. 



“Just in time, there is a restaurant in country F nearby, 

why do n’t you try the dishes with me?” “Why are you looking for me to try the dishes ?” 

Su Nan was speechless. 

Fu Yechuan looked at her aggrievedly, “Didn’t you agree to take care of me?” In 

that way, she was like a scumbag who always gave up ! 

The people around looked at it, and their eyes fell to the ground. 

She didn’t want to accept everyone’s attention, it was simply torment. 

In an instant, she stepped forward to push his wheelchair and threw the bag to Chang 
Li. 

“Let’s go, try the dishes.” 

Who told her to justify the loss? 

Chang Li followed him expressionlessly, but just walking, he took the wheelchair from 
her hand. 

Even Su Nan didn’t realize this. 

Fu Yechuan realized that, he could only get angry. 

Just as he was about to get into the car, a small figure suddenly flew over not far away. 

“Beautiful sister, I miss you so much…” 

Su Nan paused, and little Mike suddenly ran over, hugging her thigh happily and acting 
like a spoiled child. 

“I haven’t seen you for a long time, I miss you so much…” 

Su Nan touched his curly hair, his heart suddenly softened into a pool of water, and he 
squatted down and hugged him softly small body. 

“Little Mike, my sister misses you very much too. I heard from your father, you have 
been studying hard, you are such a good boy!” 

Originally, little Mike was very dissatisfied with Shang Qian’s 24 hours a day sending 
someone to arrange for his make-up class break. , I secretly ran out to find the beautiful 



sister, but when I heard her say that, the resentment that had been accumulating in my 
heart for several days suddenly dissipated in an instant. 

Pretty sister is praising him… 

Little Mike hugged her fragrant body and rolled his eyes happily. 

“Well, I will definitely be more handsome and rich!” 

At that time, he will be able to be with his beautiful sister in an upright manner. 

Fu Yechuan snorted and watched coldly, disdain for the child’s blind confidence. 

“Okay, we should go.” 

Little Mike looked nervously at his beautiful sister: “Where are you going, I’m going too!” 

⋯ 

Chapter 424 Little Gifts 

Chapter Four Hundred and Twenty-Four Little Gifts 

Su Nan rubbed his little head, it was too late to like it, how could he refuse it? 

“Okay!” 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes couldn’t help but darken, and his voice couldn’t help but freeze. 

“You came out by yourself, does Shang Qian know?” 

Little Mike shrank into Su Nan’s arms, very guilty. 

This nasty bad uncle is still so nasty when he is sick! 

Fu Yechuan proudly took out his mobile phone and called Shang Qian directly. 

“Your son sneaked out and is with me and Su Nan.” The 

implication was that he hurried over and took him away. 

He also specifically turned on the amplifier so that Mike could hear Shang Qian’s voice. 

Shang Qian was indifferent on the phone. 

“Really? Then take good care of him for me. I’m in a meeting and hang up.” 



“Beep—” The call was hung up. 

The three were stunned for a moment. 

Little Mike reacted and was very happy, he hugged Su Nan and didn’t let go. 

“Great, I can be with my beautiful sister!” 

Fu Yechuan’s face turned blue with anger, looking at the darkened screen, his breath 
was not stable. 

After finally finding a chance to date, you still have to look after Shang Qian’s children? 

So angry! 

Together with Chang Li, the four of them went to the restaurant in a mighty manner. 

Wu Tutu had already set the location, the atmosphere was elegant, the lighting was 
dim, and all the hazy feelings would breed more emotions in this atmosphere. 

Wu Tutu even thought about the topic for Fu Yechuan: recalling the past and looking 
forward to the future! 

This floor was all wrapped up by Fu Yechuan, there were no extra guests around, the 
elegant and moving symphony, and the dreamy and charming 3D scenery, surrounded 
by dots of light, flickering and flickering, they seemed to be in the dazzling galaxy. In the 
galaxy, romantic and beautiful. 

Everything would be better without little Mike. 

Chang Li sat on a seat not far away. 

Little Mike grabbed Su Nan’s hand and sat between Fu Yechuan and Su Nan. Looking 
at the flowers and candles on the table, he was a little discouraged. 

Fu Yechuan stretched out his hand to get the bunch of flowers, the blue lilies that were 
airlifted from the Netherlands, which were hard to find. 

His eyes were gentle, trying to ignore the existence of little Mike’s light bulb, and his 
voice was low and hoarse. 

“Give it to you.” The 

bad uncle actually prepared a gift? 

Before Su Nan took it, little Mike stood up angrily. 



“Pretty sister likes beautiful big chrysanthemums!” 

Su Nan couldn’t help twitching the corners of her mouth. She wanted to say, no, she 
didn’t! 

But how important it is to maintain a child’s self-esteem! 

Fu Yechuan’s eyelids twitched, and he looked at the little bastard speechlessly, staring 
at him with cold eyes. 

“Children, don’t meddle in your own business.” 

Little Mike sat in his seat angrily, pouting in dissatisfaction with his two short legs. 

“Beautiful sister, you won’t accept it, will you?” 

Tears flashed in his expectant eyes. 

Su Nan’s heart melted when he saw it. 

She said quickly, “No, no, my sister likes chrysanthemums the most…” 

She glanced at Fu Yechuan and smiled, “I understand, Mr. Fu.” 

Fu Yechuan put away the flowers, glanced at little Mike lightly, and hated this child even 
more. 

Little Mike smiled happily and rolled his eyes, rubbing in his pocket. 

“Pretty sister, I was in a hurry when I ran out. I couldn’t go buy you chrysanthemums, 
but I grabbed a handful of small stones for you from the safe.” After 

speaking, he stretched out his chubby little hand and put the things in his hand on Su 
On the table in front of Nan. 

For a moment, Su Nan’s expression froze. 

He actually brought a handful of diamonds? 

And each one is a big uncut diamond, and each one is full of weight and expensive! 

Under the light, the light of the diamond is enough to flicker and shock, and it is cold and 
noble, reflecting the dim light. 

Faintly. 



Little Mike rubbed his hands and looked at the pretty sister with a smile. 

“I have many, many, do you like them? Well, girls should all like sparkling things…” 

⋯ 

Chapter 425 Can’t be too stingy 

Chapter Four Hundred and Twenty Five 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes trembled slightly, he sat there, his breath a little unsteady. 

Everything he prepared carefully was compared to this child’s diamonds? 

How could Shang Qian have such a prodigal son? 

Su Nan’s face changed a bit. These things are only suitable for staying in the safe, but 
little Mike put them in his pocket at will? 

She smiled and looked at this ignorant and innocent little Mike speechlessly. 

“Take these things back, my sister can’t ask for them.” 

Little Mike twisted his little body unhappily, and held her hand tenderly. 

“Don’t my sister like it? I have a bigger one!” 

Su Nan: “…” 

Well, she can’t tell a child why? 

She smiled and put her things away. 

“I like it, but don’t give it away next time.” When 

you see Shang Qian next time, just give it to him directly. 

She can accept it, and little Mike is already very happy. 

No wonder the maid said it must be right to take this! 

Little Mike smiled and raised his head, “I’ve always listened to the pretty sister. Next 
time I’ll give the pretty sister something better. Man, don’t be too stingy, bad uncle, 
right?” 



Fu Yechuan pursed his thin lips tightly. The air pressure around the body is extremely 
low. 

Is this little thing connoting him? 

The whole restaurant was given to Su Nan by him, and it was written in Su Nan’s name, 
but I can’t say it now. 

Is he stingy? Hehe… 

It’s not good to be able to make Fu Yechuan angry, little Mike has a very sense of 
accomplishment. 

Although the bad uncle was injured, it did not affect his bad impression of the bad uncle 
at all. Who made him think about his beautiful sister? 

Fu Yechuan didn’t want to say a word when he was irritable. Such a good atmosphere 
was all ruined by this little thing. 

The chat outline that Wu Tutu had prepared for him before, couldn’t say a word, and the 
addition of a giant light bulb could brighten the eyes of blind people! 

When the food was served, Su Nan served little Mike in a good mood. The two people, 
one big and one small, cooperated very well. Su Nan was very patient with children, 
especially the little ones who were cute enough to give her diamonds. child! 

Fu Yechuan looked at the two people coldly, he couldn’t help it anymore, and said, 

“Su Nan, I’m a little unhappy.” 

Saying it is better than holding back. 

What’s more, Wu Tutu said that when two people are together, they must be frank! 

He was really unhappy. 

Next, if nothing else, Su Nan will turn his attention to him. 

But they just paused, Su Nan looked at him seriously and smiled. 

“Don’t say it yet, because we are both very happy.” 

Saying it will affect their mood! 

Fu Yechuan: “…” 



He seemed to hear his heartbreak. 

Little Mike smiled happily, very proud. 

It was finally over, Su Nan and Fu Yechuan sent him back to the hotel. 

On the way, he couldn’t help falling asleep. When he fell asleep, he didn’t forget to take 
Su Nan’s hand and lie in her arms, cute like a weak kitten. 

At the door of the hotel, Shang Qian was waiting there in person. 

Seeing the sleeping little Mike, he smiled silently, and reached out to carry him on his 
shoulders. 

“It’s hard work, Miss Su.” 

“No, little Mike is so cute, he didn’t cause us any trouble at all!” 

Su Nan said with a smile, Fu Yechuan rolled his eyes in the car, he couldn’t help it, this 
night The biggest trouble is him! 

Shang Qian’s eyes flashed slightly, and his smile deepened. 

“Really? That’s good.” 

“By the way, this is for you…” 

Su Nan took out the handful of diamonds. Under the dim light, the diamonds were icy 
and frightening, and they were expensive everywhere. 

“Little Mike took it out, he still doesn’t understand the value of these things, you can put 
it away.” 

Shang Qian raised his eyebrows, with a smile on the corner of his mouth. 

“No, he gave it to you, it’s yours, if I take it back, he will cut off the father-son 
relationship with me!” 

After speaking, he looked at Fu Yechuan in the car and nodded slightly. 

“Then I’ll say goodbye first, Mr. Fu, Miss Su, thank you for sending him back.” 

He ignored Su Nan’s surprised eyes, hugged little Mike and left. 

Fu Yechuan didn’t appreciate it, he snorted coldly and ignored him. 



Su Nan was stunned for a moment, then silently took back the handful of diamonds. 

Little Mike’s rich and powerful aura turned out to be inherited from Shang Qian? 
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Chapter Four Hundred and Twenty-Six Being here with me 

is just to take a handful of diamonds for nothing. Su Nan feels ashamed. When I look 
back on Little Mike’s birthday, I can only give a bigger surprise. 

When they got to the car, Chang Li and the driver sat in the front, and Su Nan and Fu 
Yechuan sat in the back. 

He closed his eyes, his air was cold, and he didn’t say a word. 

Su Nan paused for a while, and suddenly remembered that he asked her to try the 
dishes at night, but he didn’t express any opinion! 

She coughed. 

“Actually, the chefs in this restaurant are pretty good, and the dishes are all excellent, 
what do you think?” 

Fu Yechuan frowned slightly, and his face seemed to look better. 

“Well, as long as you like it.” 

Su Nan breathed a sigh of relief, thinking that after all, he couldn’t eat other people’s 
food for free, and by the way, he was mad at them. She looked at Chang Li in front of 
her. 

“Chang Li, what do you think?” 

Chang Li: “It tastes average, it looks good, no matter if you’re full.” 

Su Nan: “…” 

Fu Yechuan glanced at him coldly, holding his breath on his chest, Can’t go up. 

“Go back and let the housekeeper redo it for you.” 



Oh, Wu Tutu? 

Chang Li pursed his lips, “There’s no need for that.” Before he 

died of starvation, he was already annoyed to death. 

Back in Jingyuan, the doctor who came to examine Fu Yechuan’s body had been 
waiting for a long time. 

Wu Tutu was very engaged in chatting with others, and the atmosphere was very lively 
for a while. Several people gathered around and played cards with their mobile phones. 
Fu Yechuan’s car came in, but they hadn’t heard the sound yet. 

Chang Li opened the door, and Su Nan pushed Fu Yechuan in. 

The four of them threw down their mobile phones and stood up. 

“Mr. Fu…” 

Wu Tutu responded quickly and greeted him happily. 

“Miss Su, Mr. Fu, you are finally back. I am worried that it will delay your sleep and 
beauty. I boiled bird’s nest to make it look good and not fat!” 

He stepped forward and bent over to get Su Nan’s shoes. , while recommending their 
own bird’s nest. 

Fu Yechuan couldn’t use it, so he sat in the wheelchair and looked at the three doctors. 
The three male doctors were not so comfortable, nervous and stiff. 

Su Nan smiled, “Okay, wait for me to change clothes and come down to taste it.” 

She looked at the three doctors with a gentle voice, “You guys go upstairs to check, 
Chang Li, go with President Fu.” 

Chang Li nodded, just as he was about to walk over, Fu Yechuan stopped him, looked 
at her, and said, 

“Come here.” 

Su Nan gave him a blank look, he would never forget to call her! 

Wu Tutu leaned forward and said, “Miss Su, go ahead, otherwise President Fu will be 
nervous and he will be embarrassed to tell others.” 

Do you have the nerve to tell her? 



Su Nan doesn’t want to entangle, forget it, it’ll be fine in a while anyway. 

Su Nan pushed Fu Yechuan upstairs, and the three doctors quickly followed. 

For the convenience of inspection, I purchased a lot of medical equipment and placed it 
in the home’s consultation room, which is now ready to use. 

They held Fu Yechuan on the bed, and he couldn’t move his leg at all. It’s only been a 
month now, and it will take a few months to return to normal. 

The attending doctor asked the accompanying doctor to prepare the equipment, took off 
his shirt, exposed his thin waist, and checked his heart and lungs. 

Then cut the pants on the leg again to check the recovery of the right leg. 

During the inspection, Su Nan subconsciously turned away. 

Who knew that Fu Yechuan grabbed her arm with a heavy tone. 

“You can’t go, stay with me here.” 

After a second, Su Nan turned his back to him speechlessly. 

“Understood, let go.” The 

three doctors looked at each other, wanting to say something, but didn’t dare. 

Fu Yechuan had no intention of letting go and looked at the attending doctor. 

“Continue.” The 

attending doctor pursed his lips, “Why don’t you put the curtain down?” 

In order to filter the sunlight, gauze curtains were set up at different angles and 
directions in the design of this room. It is light and convenient, just enough to block Fu 
Yechuan. Look at Su Nan. 

As soon as he thought about this proposal, Fu Yechuan glared at him fiercely. 

Su Nan immediately said: “Let it go, put it down immediately, Chang Li…” 

⋯ 

Chapter four hundred and twenty seventh pull the wrong person 

Chapter 427 Pulled the wrong person When the 



doctor in charge was checking, Fu Yechuan had to let go. 

In less than a minute, Fu Yechuan didn’t hear Su Nan’s movement and urged, 

“Su Nan, give me your hand…” 

His voice was weak and pitiful. 

Doctors: The relationship between Mr. Fu and Miss Su is really good… 

Mr. Fu doesn’t seem to be clingy, which is surprising! 

After a while, a hand stretched out, Fu Yechuan caught sight of it out of the corner of his 
eye, and immediately held her wrist, feeling 

subconsciously excited and relaxed. 

He didn’t dare to touch it, for fear that Su Nan would get angry. 

If she can make a compromise, all the grievances tonight will disappear quietly. 

The examination lasted ten minutes, and Fu Yechuan’s heart beat ten minutes faster. 

Just when it was over, they suddenly heard Wu Tutu’s voice from outside. 

“Miss Su, do you really want to eat a bowl of bird’s nest? I’ll give you another bowl…” 
The 

voice gradually approached. 

“Don’t eat.” The 

voice was light, but with a little softness and relaxation. 

For a moment, the atmosphere in the room froze. 

The voice was from outside the door, so the hand inside the door… The 

doctors looked at Fu Yechuan on the bed unconsciously. 

His tightly closed eyes opened instantly, and there was a strong chill in his sullen eyes. 

The hand on his side moved unconsciously, and Fu Yechuan suddenly became tense. 

His hand seemed to have some hot flames, and he moved away suddenly, his tone was 
terribly cold. 



“Who?” 

This voice carried a chill deep into the bones. 

The curtain is opened. 

Chang Li’s blushing face was fierce and uncomfortable, as if he was enduring great 
grievances 

. 

He jerked his hand back and gritted his teeth. 

“Mr. Fu, it was you who made the first move.” For the 

sake of the eldest lady, he endured it! 

It’s really tough for him to be a bodyguard! 

After he finished speaking, under everyone’s shocked gaze, he turned around and 
walked out, extremely strong. 

At this moment, Su Nan walked in with a smile. 

“The inspection is over?” 

Fu Yechuan glared at her fiercely, his face turning pale with anger! 

The people around noticed the sudden chill on Fu Yechuan’s body, they didn’t dare to 
stay for a moment, and left one after another. 

Su Nan walked over and sat down, looking at his pale face, frowning, and reached out 
to touch his forehead. 

“It’s not hot, is there anything else uncomfortable?” 

Fu Yechuan gnashed his teeth and looked at her, the red blood in his eyeballs was 
terrifyingly red. 

The last time I was taking a shower, this time I was holding hands. 

Is it even cheaper than Chang Li? 

Really pissed him off! 

He was so angry that he couldn’t say it, because he was wrong! 



“I’m not feeling well!” 

he almost said through gritted teeth. 

Su Nan paused and put down his hand, with a loose smile in his eyes. 

“Mr. Fu, you won’t hold Chang Li and not let go?” 

In a word, Fu Yechuan’s face turned blue and white. 

Su Nan: “It’s okay, I won’t tell you.” 

She reached out and took his black pajamas and put them on him, “My dad’s birthday in 
a few days, I’m going back to live for a while, you won’t have any opinion?” 

Fu Yechuan glanced at her silently, his emotions were suppressed one by one, and the 
tip of his tongue touched his cheek. 

“No.” 

Su Nan nodded with satisfaction, then turned around and let Wu Tutu come in to help 
clean up. 

Because she believed that Fu Yechuan didn’t want to see Chang Li at this time! 

Hahahaha… 

Wu Tutu came in happily, and it was a great honor to serve President Fu. 

“Wow, Mr. Fu, your figure is really great…” 

Fu Yechuan looked at him with a stern expression on his face, with a warning. 

Seeing that he was unhappy, Wu Tutu changed the subject: 

“Mr. Fu, the candlelight dinner is very romantic, isn’t Miss Su so moved that she is about 
to cry?” 

Fu Yechuan closed his eyes tightly. 

Hold on, hold on, hold on! 

⋯ 
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Fu Yechuan gave Wu Tutu a death order before resting, he must improve his 
relationship with Su Nan in a short period of time. Wu Tutu stayed up all night. Finally 
figured out a good way. 

In a blink of an eye, it was Su Yifeng’s birthday. 

Su Nan didn’t bring much when he came, and he didn’t take much when he left. 

She happily stood at the door and said goodbye to Fu Yechuan. 

Finally, there will be a few days when I won’t have to see him. 

Happy to want to go around in circles… 

Fu Yechuan watched her leave gently with his eyebrows and eyes. After she left, he 
looked at Wu Tutu with a cold gaze. 

“Are you all ready?” 

Wu Tutu nodded firmly, “Of course, don’t worry, this relationship between you and your 
future father-in-law will definitely break into the Shen family. By then, will it be a long 
way to become a family? ?” 

Fu Yechuan narrowed his brows expressionlessly, but the corners of his mouth rose 
slightly, making him a lot more relaxed. 

Wu Tutu continued: “You are such an excellent and unique person as President Fu, it is 
hard to find a lantern, Chairman Su will not fail to understand your sincerity! 

Ordinary rich people only need a little money. Yes, but you, rich, beautiful, and filial, it is 
too perfect!” 

“Shut up.” 

Fu Yechuan said indifferently. 

“Hey!” 

Wu Tutu turned around and went to prepare. 

For Su Yifeng’s birthday party, it was inevitable to invite some relatives and friends in 
the shopping mall, but there was no big deal, just a low-key and luxurious reception on 
a cruise ship by the Huangpu River. 



Su Jin and Su Qi were busy greeting the guests, and Su Ming rarely found time to come 
back. 

Su Nan didn’t forget what she promised Silent, and gave her a copy of the invitation. 
Silent came over excitedly. 

Su Yifeng and Su Ming hadn’t seen each other for a while. They were talking. When 
they saw Su Nan pulling Silent in and the two were talking and laughing, Su Ming was 
slightly taken aback. 

Silent doesn’t have the undeniable aura and bright facial features of Su Nan. She looks 
clean and has a youthful and pedantic atmosphere on campus, calm and confident. 

As soon as she saw Su Ming, she happily ran over and chatted with him when she had 
nothing to say. 

Su Nan and Su Yifeng chatted with the visitor together, Su Nan held a glass of wine and 
stopped smiling. 

“Su Dong, Miss Su is really out of blue. We are really envious of winning Shang Qian’s 
project…” 

Su Nan lowered his eyes and smiled, “It’s just good luck.” 

Su Yifeng added: ” Of course, ability is the most important thing.” The 

visitor: “…Yes.” 

Su Nan looked at his old father speechlessly, helplessly pursed his lips and chuckled, 
bright and generous, magnanimous and confident. 

A group of people not far away came in, and the leader of the group just saw the smile, 
and their eyes were slightly stunned. 

Lu Qi, who followed behind, was about to speak, but when he saw Fu Yechuan 
stunned, he paused. 

“What are you looking at?” 

Following his line of sight, he saw Su Nan joking with Su Yifeng and the people in front 
of him. 

Fu Yechuan looked back, “Looking at this cruise ship is very beautiful.” 

Lu Qi: “…” What about the 



liar? 

Su Nan saw Fu Yechuan at the door, and his smile froze. 

“Why is he here?” 

Su Yifeng: “I asked for it.” 

Lu Qi pushed Fu Yechuan’s wheelchair over, and although he sat there, his aura was 
not lost at all, and no one dared to say a word. 

Wide shoulders, long legs, noble and elegant. 

“Director Su, happy birthday.” 

Su Yifeng nodded, looking at him with a much softer gaze. 

“Thank you, how is your body recovering?” 

After all, it was for the injury of his daughter. 

Fu Yechuan’s eyes shifted to Su Nan, and he said with a smile, 

“Su Nan took good care of me, thank you Director Su for your concern.” 

Su Nan rolled his eyes, pretending, he really knows how to pretend! 

⋯ 
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with Lu Qi. Before boarding the boat, we saw several latest Ferraris parked on the 
shore. One of them was one that he had made an appointment for for a long time. 

He must admit, he is sour! 

“Su Nan, do you all use Ferrari for your trips now?” 

Su Nan looked at him and smiled indifferently. She brushed the broken hair around her 
ear, and the diamond earrings sparkled. 

“No, I use helicopters.” 

Lu Qi: “…” 



Not far away, both Fu Yanni and Qin Ming came. 

When Su Nan saw them, he went directly to greet them. 

Fu Yanni glanced at Fu Yechuan and tutted twice. 

“My second uncle is really useless, he is disabled, and no one has caught up yet.” 

Qin Ming: “President Fu’s situation is special.” 

Otherwise, with Fu Yechuan’s conditions, any woman will be soft-hearted and bow her 
head. 

But who made her be Su Nan? 

Su Nan looked at them and smiled, “Long time no see, are you okay?” 

Fu Yanni grimaced, “Since you left the show, our popularity has dropped a lot, and there 
are still people copying our show format, anyway, I The future is worrying!” 

Qin Ming hooked his lips, “It’s okay.” 

Su Nan nodded, “I’m relieved if you are good!” 

Ignore? 

Fu Yanni was speechless, so he complained about a ghost? 

The three of them went to the deck to blow the air. The cool night wind blew the ends of 
her hair, which was very comfortable. 

Fu Yanni also wanted to try hard to make her a temporary guest, appearing on the 
camera from time to time, and it would bring a lot of heat, but Su Nan did not let go of 
her rhetoric. 

She turned around with a glass of wine, the moonlight reflected in the red liquid, which 
was fragrant. 

She raised her eyebrows, looked at Qin Ming and smiled, and little Mike, not far away, 
ran over excitedly. 

“Beautiful sister…” 

Su Nan looked up and saw Shang Qian chatting with Su Yifeng inside. 

Su Nan touched his head, and his voice suddenly softened a lot. 



“Little Mike, are you here too?” 

Little Mike hugged her thigh happily and took it out of his pocket. 

“Beautiful sister, this is a gift!” 

Su Nan looked down, her face froze instantly. 

How many gold bars did little Mike hold in his small hands? 

bullion? 

In the night, there is a dark and cold light, the dazzling color is full of expensive and 
extravagant. 

Su Nan pursed her lips and looked at little Mike, where did this child learn to be 
extraordinary? 

Fu Yanni and Qin Ming on the side were also stunned. 

Su Nan paused and looked at him earnestly. 

“Little Mike, you should give chrysanthemums in the future!” 

Chrysanthemums, she can still accept it! 

Little Mike touched his head suspiciously. 

“Pretty sister doesn’t like it?” Doesn’t beautiful sister like 

that big golden bracelet? 

The maid also said, send this high-end atmosphere to the grade! 

Su Nan smiled, “I prefer chrysanthemums!” 

Little Mike looked at her with a smile, “Okay!” 

He ran away in a hurry, and he had to find a bunch of chrysanthemums for the beautiful 
sister on the whole boat! 

Fu Yan Ni tutted twice, “Su Nan, you have been subdued at such a young age?” 

Su Nan raised his eyebrows, “Maybe my personality is too strong!” 

“Haha…” The 



housekeeper hurried from the outside Came in, looked at the two people behind her, 
stepped forward and whispered. 

“Miss, there is a woman outside. I have to see you. I don’t know her.” 

Her friends and the housekeeper basically know about her, but she has never seen the 
one outside. 

Su Nan frowned in surprise and put down the cup in his hand. 

“Then I’ll go take a look.” 

Su Nan smiled and walked out. The woman who was stopped by the bodyguard, by 
coincidence, was Xu Minghui? 

Haha… 

Xu Minghui’s eyes lit up when she saw her. 

“Miss Su, I finally saw you. I’ve been looking for you these past few days…” 

Su Nan pursed her lips and seemed to guess why she came? 

It’s Qin Ming! 

Su Nan was expressionless, “I’m not familiar with you, right?” 

Xu Minghui was a little embarrassed, “No matter what, we’ve met before, and the only 
one who can help me now is you.” 

⋯ 
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to those people at the time, who thought she was going to marry Wei Cheng, so they 
flattered her in every possible way. 

But Wei Cheng married someone else, and she suddenly found out that she could no 
longer enter that circle. 

Not to mention helping her… 

Su Nan looked at her coldly. 



I don’t know how she got here, it’s some distance from the shore! 

Unfortunately, there was no invitation, so I was stopped by the bodyguards. 

Su Nan stood there, not planning to let her in. 

“Help you? Why?” 

Xu Minghui stood there softly. 

“Miss Su, although we don’t know each other well, my life has been ruined by you. Don’t 
you feel any guilt?” 

She was clearly scolding and complaining. She showed grievances and weakness, but 
she was strong. 

She blamed everything on Su Nan. If she hadn’t suddenly arrived in that room with Qin 
Ming, she would be Mrs. Wei now. 

Once she fell from the cloud, how could she be reconciled? 

Turning around to look for Qin Ming, he didn’t even see him in person. 

She is really not reconciled, she is already close to the cloud! 

Hearing her words, Su Nan was a little surprised by Xu Minghui’s thick skin and divine 
thinking! 

What does she need to feel guilty for? 

Su Nan: “Have you ever seen the police catch criminals, do you need to feel uneasy 
about their punishment?” 

Xu Minghui’s face turned pale. 

“What you said is too ugly.” 

She said unwillingly. 

Su Nan: “What you did is too ugly.” 

“You have been standing at the top of the pyramid since you were a child, how do you 
know how difficult it is for me to get to where I am today?” 

Xu Minghui cried with a sad expression and red eyes. 



“Why should I know how difficult it is for you?” 

Su Nan’s voice was very calm, how miserable she was, and it wasn’t caused by herself, 
why did she come here to complain? 

It’s so funny! 

Xu Minghui was stunned for a moment, Su Nan didn’t play cards according to the 
routine, how should she play her drama? 

Su Nan said slowly: “Ms. Xu, you screwed up the matter yourself. You should have 
thought of the day when you were exposed. It’s not that you were framed out of thin air. 
Why are you wronged?” 

Xu Minghui’s lips were trembling and her face was pale. 

“But…but it’s just a little bit, I want to live a good life with Wei Cheng…” 

Su Nan was impatient, why should I see her when I live a good life? 

“I don’t have time to listen to your nonsense, let’s talk straight, what are you going to 
do?” 

Xu Minghui bit her lower lip aggrievedly and looked at her. 

“Are you and Qin Ming really together?” 

As soon as she asked, Su Nan laughed. 

Scumbag! 

Just now, he was still regretting his relationship with Wei Cheng, but in the blink of an 
eye, he wanted to climb the big tree of Qin Ming? 

If Qin Ming was still the worthless explorer, would she be so eager to not give up? 

Will not! 

Su Nan didn’t answer, just looked at her with a slight smile, those eyes seemed to burn 
people’s hearts, and she took off her fig leaf! 

Xu Minghui: “Qin Ming and I have a relationship. Back then, he went out to work for me 
to earn money. The password of his bank card was my birthday. He proposed to me six 
times, but I didn’t agree. Did you do it all?” 

I don’t think Xu Minghui’s tone was showing off and being proud. 



Any announcement by an ex-girlfriend is a challenge to the current girlfriend. 

Especially a young lady like Su Nan who is so petite and petted, how could she endure 
the slightest grievance? 

Su Nan saw the change in her attitude, her words were thorny, and she knew Xu 
Minghui’s intention immediately. 

Rubbing the sand into her eyes made Su Nan die. 

Did this make her voluntarily quit? 

Hehe… 

If she is really with Qin Ming, I’m afraid she will be unbearable because of Xu Minghui’s 
words. 

But she didn’t… 

Su Nan’s eyes were heavy, staring at Xu Minghui coldly. 
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